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benefits and applications of

Ultra- Seal

tyre heat reduction - the #1 killer of tyres
Ultra-Seal protects tyres from devastating heat buildup. It
conducts heat away from the tyre tread area to the rim, resulting
in cooler running tyres. It is the ultimate thermic conductor!

fewer punctures and blowouts
When experiencing a tyre breakdown, handling costs and
mobile service costs are very high. Plus, vehicle downtime,
missed delivery time, and penalties for late delivery.
Ultra-Seal seals most punctures as they happen, thereby also
preventing blowouts caused by small leakage. At the same
time, it provides an extra the safety factor for the driver.

ultra-seal is delivered in 3 different
grades developed specifically for
each user application:
£

£

better tyre pressure – extending tyre life
Tyre life is very dependent on the correct tyre pressure.
Ultra-Seal forms an air-tight layer over the entire inner surface
of the tyre and seals it. It eliminates porosity, air migration
and seepage, thereby allowing the tyre to maintain proper
air pressure. Underinflation causes increased tyre wear and
excessive deflection of the tyre side walls, which generates
stress in the casing and leads to fatigue and blowout. The
deflection of the side walls also leads to irregular tyre wear.
20% underinflation can reduce tyre life up to 50%.

reduced fuel consumption
Driving with underinflated tyres results in increased rolling
resistance and has an extreme impact on fuel consumption.
20% underinflation increases fuel consumption by up to 5%!
So minor reductions will already lead to big savings.

£

C
 ommercial and Industrial Grade (CIG)
for Light vans up to 7500 kg High-speed.
E xtra Heavy Duty (XHD) for Trailers
and Trucks over 7500 kg High-speed
as well as bigger machines moving at
speed. Military combat vehicles and
off-road vehicles.
E xtreme Heavy Duty (EHD) for Mining-,
Construction Equipment, Agriculture,
Low-speed (EHD).

ultra-seal is environmentally friendly;
it can be rinsed off with just a little bit of water
and can be flushed through the drain.

Extreme reduction in operational costs
Suitable for the whole Commercial Vehicle Market
www.ultra-seal.eu

the cost of ultra-seal in a tyre is less
than 10% of the cost of the tyre,
and it lasts for the life of the tyre.

The Ultra-Seal team has been working in the tyre industry for decades,
directly or indirectly. Their experience in the automotive industry
has ensured that they kept looking for the right product to make
their appearance on the European market.
With Ultra-Seal, they found what they were looking for.
Visit www.ultra-seal.eu to find out all there is to know
about Ultra-Seal: The Ultimate Tyre Life Extender!

additional benefits of
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with
manual pump

Ultra- Seal
it lasts for the life of the tyre
it protects the entire inner surface of the tyre
it provides an extra safety factor
it extends tyre life
it increases retreadability

208.2 litre drum with
automatic pump
and trolley

it retards dry rot and casing degradation
it is water-soluble – for easy clean up
it protects against rust and corrosion
it cannot create a balance problem
it will not void any tyre warranty
it is compatible with all retread methods
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